Abstract
We study the effect of high-frequency trading (HFT) on the intraday trading of currencies at the platform of Electronic Broking Services (EBS). We use the realized variance-based information share to measure the price discovery efficacy and find that the contribution of HFT is time-varying and is highest during the overlapping trading hours of London and New York. After dividing the 24-hour trading of FX markets into Asian, European, London+NY overlapping and U.S. sessions. Our new evidence shows that the liquidity supply from HFT accounts for the improvement of price discovery attributed to HFT, while the arrival of new information around macroeconomic announcements does not weaken the contribution of HFT to price discovery.

Introduction

- Motivations
  1) The prevalence of electronic trading in the foreign exchange (FX) market leads to significant changes in the market structure and price dynamics.
  2) In the digital marketplace, the price discovery process may change when some traders conduct algorithmic trading strategies.

- Research Gaps
  Algorithmic traders can react more quickly to public information than non-HFTs and have positive influences on the pricing, and therefore enhance the price discovery. However, fast traders can increase the price informativeness by revising their quotes quickly after news arrivals. Hence, until now, how HFTs contribute to price discovery is still under debate.

- Research Questions
  This paper aims to explore whether, when, and how HFTs improve the pricing efficiency in the FX market. By analyzing the mechanism of price discovery, we find that HFTs can significantly improve the price efficiency on US-announcement days, and HFTs can also facilitate the price efficiency through providing liquidity and by posting quotes that are updated quickly to reflect new information in the market.

- Research Ideas
  1) We study the overall impact of HFTs on price discovery in FX markets.
  2) Then, exploiting the advantage of the market structure of FX markets, we divide the 24-hour trading in the FX market into four trading periods, and investigate how HFTs contribute to price discovery across the four periods.
  3) Finally, to explore the reason behind the contribution to price discovery of HFTs, we further consider the interaction effects of trading-period dummy variables and HFT news announcements, as well as liquidity in the analysis.

- Contributions
  1) We provide a deeper analysis on the time-varying impacts of HFT on the intraday price discovery process across four sequential trading segments.
  2) We do not directly measure the information shares of all of kind of order flows. Traders could change the market strategies across different market conditions and this could lead to those contrary conclusions in the prior literature. This paper shifts what investigates into the mechanisms between HFT and price discovery.

Data & Methods

- Data
  1) The EBS data consist second-by-second quotes and trading data for EUR/USD and USD/JPY, covering the period from 2008 through 2012.
  2) The macro news surprises are from Reuters Economic Indicator Poll.

- Methods
  1) Since the EBS data do not provide the identification of HFTs, we follow Henderson et al. (2011) and Boehmer et al. (2015) to define the intensity of high-frequency trading for the i-th trading period during day t, $HFT_{it}$.
  2) To study how the price discovery evolves across different sequential markets, we follow Wang and Yang’s (2011) extension of Hashcrock (1995) to measure the information share.
  3) To identify the relationship between price discovery and HFT, we use a vector autoregressive (VAR) model.

Empirical Results

1) We find that high-frequency trading contributes to price discovery in the FX market, which is in line with Chaboud et al. (2014).
2) Different from prior studies, we further show that HFTs are more likely to improve the price discovery in the most active trading periods.
3) By analyzing the mechanism of price discovery, we find that HFTs can significantly improve the price efficiency on US-announcement days, and HFTs can also facilitate the price efficiency through providing liquidity and by posting quotes that are updated quickly to reflect new information.

Intraday Pattern of High Frequency Trading
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Conclusions

1) This paper examines the contribution of HFT to price discovery in the FX market. Chaboud et al. (2014) and Brogaard et al. (2014) first to show that the HFT is benefit to price discovery, but they treat the contribution of HFT is constant over time. Although Vignola et al. (2014) and Chaboud et al. (2018) find that the density of HFT varies across time, they do not look into how the contribution of HFT to price discovery changes over time. This study firstly investigates whether HFTs uniformly contribute to price discovery ability across Asian, European, London+NY and U.S. periods.
2) We find that, in average, high-frequency traders contribute to boost the price efficiency in both EUR/USD and USD/JPY market. Moreover, high-frequency traders can contribute more to price discovery in the London+NY period. This novel evidence suggests that the impacts of high-frequency trading on price discovery are not uniform across different trading periods.
3) We further investigate the possible driving forces behind the improvement of price discovery from high-frequency trading activities. The results show that macroeconomic announcements can explain the contribution of HFT to price discovery which does not support the conclusion in Brogaard et al. (2014). However, our results support for Brogaard et al. (2019) that high-frequency traders can contribute to price discovery through providing the liquidity.
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